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Issue 84                              Years 5-6
Pick up a copy of this month’s Deadly Vibe magazine, the one with Catherine Freeman on the cover, and complete the following activities.

Glamour        girl
 Catherine Freeman’s best-known outfit to date has been the 

full silver bodysuit she wore to victory in the 2000 Sydney 
Olympics Games. However, all that is about to change now 

that Catherine has become the stunning new face of Australian 
designer Charlie Brown’s summer collection. 

Catherine, 30, says that she was both surprised and flattered when 
she discovered the designer wanted her to be the face of her new 
catalogue. Catherine has always been a fan of Charlie’s clothes, but 
she never dreamed that one day she would be modelling them.

She is following in the (high-heeled) footsteps of established 
models such as Lara Feltham, Jodie Kidd, Jerry Hall and Sophie Dahl, 
who have all modelled Charlie Brown’s designs. So Charlie’s choice 
of model – Catherine has never modelled before – was a surprise to 
many in the industry.

In characteristic Catherine fashion, she took the opportunity and 
ran with it, taking to the work like a seasoned professional. And the 
results speak for themselves. (Page 3)

Catherine FreemanREADING

COMPREHENSION
READ THE ARTICLE ON CATHERINE FREEMAN AND WRITE  TRUE (T) OR FALSE (F) AGAINST  EACH  STATEMENT.

✰	Catherine Freeman’s best-known outfit to date has been the full silver bodysuit she wore to victory in the 2000 Sydney 

Olympic Games.________

✰	Catherine Freeman has become the stunning new face of the Australian designer Morrissey’s summer collection.________

✰	Catherine Freeman is 31 years old. ________

✰	Catherine Freeman has previously modelled for a number of designers.________

✰	Catherine Freeman has always been a fan of Charlie’s clothes. ________
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SPELLING

✰ The same two letters are missing from the words in the sentences below. Fill in the missing letters and rewrite the 
sentences.

And   _he   re_ul_ _    _peak    for    _hem_elve_. 

_hi_    _ilk   dre_ _    wa_    _he   _oughe_ _    ou_fi_    for    u_    _o    _ _ yle.

DICTIONARY WORK
✰ Using a dictionary, make a list of 10 words that contain these two letters in the same order. Write your list in 
alphabetical order.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION
✰ Write some sentences of your own, using as many words from your list as you can. Where possible, write sentences 
about the topic, Catherine the Great.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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WORD USAGE

✰	Write the correct word for each sentence in the space provided.

It took Brent (two/ too/ to) ________ hours to weave long strands of hair into Catherine’s own shorter brown locks.

The (hole/ whole) __________ team on the shoot were true professionals.

Catherine Freeman’s best-known outfit to date has (bean/ been) __________ the full silver bodysuit she wore to victory 

in the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games.

She was both surprised and flattered when she discovered the designer wanted her to be the face of her (new/ knew)

 ____________ catalogue.

DIRECT SPEECH MARKS

✰ Put direct speech marks into the following sentences.

My personal style is very much a reflection of who I am, says Catherine.

The whole team on the shoot were true professionals, she said.

Up until now, my life revolved around running, training and competing, she says.

When writing what someone has said, in his or her exact words, use direct speech marks. 
Eg: “I was fl attered,” said Catherine.
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